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Case Study Hadi Clinic – Phomello Hospitality Solution 
 

Overview: 

Hadi Clinic is the first private hospital in Kuwait, provider of world-class medical services since 

1976, its acute care, general medical/surgical hospital whose mission is to provide high quality 

international standard healthcare that will meet the needs and exceed the expectations of the 

people of Kuwait and the surrounding Gulf States. The Hadi Clinic was therefore planned, 

designed, built and equipped to meet international Standards of health care. We operate to 

these standards, every day, in everything we do for the patients. Most of our physicians who 

are credentialed at our hospital are Board Certified or of equivalent Western training programs, 

such as those in United States, Canada and the United Kingdom. 
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Requirement: 

 

Hadi clinic was looking for a healthcare solution that connects with patient’s priority to take full 

care since check-in to check-out from the hospital. They need to take care of health, diet food 

etc to recover once they connect with Hadi clinic. 

 

After searching various vendors in the market Hadi found, Pegasus International computers as 

a solution provider which suits their requirements. 

 

Pegasus International Computers has understood the scenario’s which Hadi was searching 

for, & then Pegasus provided a full demonstration of the solution which was going to be 

provided to them. After fully understandable & agreed between two parties they bind with each 

other for five years to deal with the solution. 
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Overview: 

Pegasus is the Leading Provider of technology solutions. From enterprise infrastructure to 

retail store-level technology, Pegasus has an extensive team of dedicated professional. 

Pegasus has a strong presence in the retail restaurant Health industry etc. We offer a full 

range of professional service to retailers. From business consulting to store networking, 

their services team has the training and experience needed to make technology 

successful. 

 

Solution Provided to Hadi Clinic: 

Pegasus has provided Phomello Health Care solution which covers health data to 

nutrition of the patients. Phomello displays actual flows of patient’s progress on daily 

basis & keep their doctors, chefs in check.  
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The Best EPOS Solution for Your 

Hospitality Business- Phomello 

Hospitality 

The basic requirement of the hospitality 

business is a management system that 

is designed to meet key business 

demands and provide the profitable 

growth for the business 

Phomello Hospitality is designed for 

Health Care industries to small 

restaurants to large restaurant chains, 

entertainment Amusement parks, Heath 

clubs, Saloons, food courts and 

companies with multiple brand chains. 

Phomello can efficiently support, 

manage and improve productivity while 

reducing maintenance and service cost. 

 

The System operator can easily activate 

perpetual inventory features in Restaurant 

POS. Phomello makes it easy for restaurants 

to automate and manage inventory levels, 

activate Multi-Warehouse features, Multi-

Company/Brand/locations, Multi-Currency, 

Transaction in/ out / User privileges, Stock 

Items , Stock IN / OUT, Wastage 

Management, Recipe Management, Stock 

Movement , Menu Engineering, Table 

Management, Cash management Various 

Sales Reports ,User Controls, POS Setup, 

Multiple Warehouse & Showrooms, Customer 

/ Loyalty Management etc. 

POS system is preferable for Kitchen Display 

System (KDS) for easy order processing in a 

very less time. Phomello is one of the leading 

hospitality solution providers in India, Kuwait 

and UAE.
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Hierarchy of Phomello Implementation in Hadi Clinic 
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Benefits: 

Hadi Clinic is completely reliable now on Phomello system as it is easy & 
understandable to use not only for managers but for the normal users/cashiers. It helps 
to control the things in the restaurant on the day to day business. Phomello is showing 
accuracy in terms of reports, inventory management & loyalty management for their 
customer’s to be in touch & have the advantage to gain points for the customers & 
increase the growth of a business. 

Phomello Is calculating & displaying all nutrition’s like calories, proteins etc on each item 
& recommend to patients according to the nutrition. 

Centralized Kitchen Display 

 

 

 


